Great response at Motek and Fakuma

Leak testing and automation: ZELTWANGER’s range of services received an excellent
response from the expert audience.
(Tübingen, 10/31/18) Two major trade fairs in one month: With Motek 2018 in Stuttgart and
Fakuma 2018 in Friedrichshafen, there was a lot going on for Zeltwanger in October – and it paid
off: Everyone across the board was very satisfied with how the two major trade fairs went. “We
are delighted to have made numerous new contacts in the e-mobility sector. Lots of visitors also
came to us with specific projects in mind,” said Martin Wagner, Sales Manager of ZELTWANGER
Automation. 34,725 industry visitors from 81 nations plus 974 exhibitors from 25 countries – the
international trade fair for production and assembly automation Motek was a resounding
success. The event organizer’s assessment of the fair was: “The highest technological standard
and top-quality industry visitors created an outstanding atmosphere.”
Most importantly, Motek once again demonstrated that industrial production is becoming
increasingly digital: Big data, artificial intelligence, and the Internet of Things are already a
reality in many technology companies. If you miss the
connection now, you will soon be overtaken by others.
“Continuous automation of assembly and production
processes is becoming increasingly important,” said trade
fair organizer, entrepreneur Bettina Schall.
With reliable solutions for every process requirement at
any level of automation, ZELTWANGER hits the right note

with its holistic approach that is unparalleled in the industry. As well as its high-end leak testing
devices, the company also stands out due to its comprehensive solutions in the areas of
analysis, adaptation, partial automation, service, and knowledge transfer – an all-round
carefree package. “This sparked great interest in our stand and led to some interesting
discussions,” said Steffen Nabholz, Sales Manager at Zeltwanger Dichtheitsprüfung.
The international trade fair for plastics processing Fakuma was also a complete success for
ZELTWANGER. 1,933 market and technology leaders from 40 nations, 47,650 industry visitors from
all over the world – anyone who’s anyone in the world of plastics was in attendance at the 26th
Fakuma trade fair. No question about it: The industry is booming. But not only is the demand for
plastics increasing, but so is the need for high-quality materials and processing.
As the expert in the field of leak testing, ZELTWANGER impressed with the innovative and fieldtested ZED device family. “Seamless quality assurance is the be-all and end-all in plastics
processing. Our flexible ZED solutions guarantee high process reliability and can be easily
integrated into existing production processes. This enables us to offer reliable quality assurance
in ever production step,” said Nabholz.
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ZELTWANGER Holding GmbH
Technology and quality leader
The Zeltwanger Group has established a well-respected position in the market with its modular
assembly and testing systems, which can be constructed individually and flexibly. The main
focus is on manually linked “one-piece flow” line concepts and ergonomic single-position
systems. In addition, fully automated part carrier and robot-based assembly systems meet
customer-specific requirements. The range includes leak testing systems, modular assembly
systems, pin assembly systems, and polishing systems for ceramic substrate. For use in the
medical and biotechnological field, systems are created in accordance with European and
American standards and the “Good Manufacturing Practice” guidelines.

